LALIT in the General Elections: Looking at our Record
LALIT’s election campaign got off to an early start. We were already quite well prepared for the “snap
elections”well before they were called for December, 2014 although they were only due in 2015. This
preparedness was because LALIThad organized a residential seminar in August with the aim of
coming to an understanding of the way in which general elections, perhaps snap elections, would
present themselves. At this seminar, we discussed which political ideas we wanted to put forward as
the stakesof the elections, and these would become the basis for our electoral program, which we, at
once, began to work on after the seminar.
So, our aim in participating with candidates was to put economic issues like job creation during the
capitalist crisis, on to the agenda for the elections. We also decided to go in early and hard against the
“Second Republic” that the outgoing Ramgoolam Government, in alliance with the outgoing Bérenger
Opposition, intended to set up with the 3/4 majority they intended to win. We also decided to push for
more democracy, in very specific ways, through proper electoral reform, since the issue of electoral
reform was put on the agenda by the Labour Party and MMM. And we continued our campaign for the
destruction of the central data-base for the new biometric ID Cards throughout the campaign, as we
intended to do. We also aimed to, and succeeded in, putting the question of Diego Garcia and Palestine
on the agenda, as well as maintaining pressure for women’s emancipation and for the promotion of the
mother tongues, Kreol and Bhojpuri.
So, the first thing LALIT did was, over a two-or-three month period before elections were called, our
branches and our weekly “program” meeting discussed in depth and agreed upon an electoral
Program. We published it in A4 format, all 64 pages, as well as putting it on to our web-site. The
launch was on 1 October, even before the dissolution of Parliament on 7 October, and well before any
other party. Other parties fielded their candidates first, and then announced their program, or their
sketchy outline of a program. This upside-down procedure is partly lip-service to a program, and
partly as mad as the Queen in Alice in Wonderland, “Sentence first – verdict afterwards! “Except for
the L’Alliance Lepep which announced its “12 Measures” on 12 October, relatively early; but then
again 12 measures are hardly a “program,” but more like populism.
LALIT’s tactic for the elections was to field 28 candidates, that is to say less than half, meaning we
were standing for election as an Opposition and not for Government.
We had a lot of debate on our campaign slogan, and finally chose: “BIZIN LALIT DAN PARLMAN”,
which is not easily translated into English, because it is a pun on LALIT’s name, implying that the
struggle must also be in Parliament, as well as saying that the time has come for LALIT to be in
Parliament.
It caught on. This, for many reasons, including the fact that the electoral campaign had turned into a
kind of referendum on the issue of the 2nd Republic and this in large part due to LALIT’s early
opposition to the anti-democratic plan of the PT-MMM alliance. This meant that the nature of
“parliament”, as opposed to the less democratic presidential system being proposed, was under
discussion. And the pun on “Lalit” also highlights the fact that Parliament is the most democratic of all
State organizations, which is something we want people to be conscious of. Many other parties in the
elections adopted the content of this slogan, in all their discourse. And it is one of those slogans that is
not so empty that after the electoral campaign, it leaves no trace: on the contrary it outlines the
importance of a dynamic Parliament in which debates of a class nature are given a national “l’echo” as
part of the process of controlling the Executive Branch of Government, including the Prime Minister
and his Cabinet.
LALIT members very early on began conceptualizing and designing our posters and banners, in terms
both of the content and their form.

And for the first time in an electoral campaign, we uploaded a couple of dozen YouTube clips, most of
them on our political program itself, with one or two on members saying informally what aspects of
LALIT’s program are particularly important to them as a member.
The main themes of our Program were:
-No to the Ramgoolam-Berenger“2nd Republic”!
- For an alternative politics on the “economy”, faced with the capitalist crises of the moment!
- Plus we introduced LALIT campaign issues like destruction of the data-base for the ID Cards, more
democratic electoral reform, Diego Garcia demilitarization and re-unification of Chagos with the
Republic, support for the Palestinian peoples’ struggle, against police violence, for women’s liberation
and in favour of using the mother tongue in all State institutions, including as a medium for content
subjects in schools.
And our Program, as a sign of our openness to working with others, includes four documents produced
by other organizations, sometimes then adopted by LALIT, and sometimes prepared jointly with other
organizations.
And our ElectoralProgram clearly shows how our participation in an election is part of ongoing
political work, not something that is the be-all and end-all.
One novelty in the 2014LALIT electoral program: We included a chapter on our aim and strategy, as
compared with the mainstream bourgeois parties, and as compared with others like RA and Bizlall’s
various parties. (See News section of our Web for English translations of this chapter.)
So, when we fielded 28 candidates, which is what we promised from Day One to do, it was on the
basis of a common understanding of the tasks before us, as we had agreed in the Program. We did not
do this bizarre thing of fielding candidates first, and then knocking together a program, as if for the
gallery.
So our 28 candidates aimed at the following:
- To stand for election as Opposition MPs.
- To aim at men-women parity in our list. In fact, we fielded 43% women, as well as drawing attention
to the need for a political program for women’s emancipation, and not just quotas.
- To give electors in all constituencies the choice to vote LALIT.
- To fill up all three candidatures in four of the 20 constituencies, two rural and two urban, as a sign
that we have, unfortunately, got no allies, having no confidence in any other parties present.
We organized ourselves into clusters of constituencies for our political campaign – the 4 Port Louis
constituencies, 3 in the North, 3 in the East, the 2 in Beau Bassin and Rose-Hill, the 3 in CurepipeVacoas, 3 in the south, and then numbers 14+ 18.
We aimed at, and succeeded, in running a campaign fairly equally over the whole country (except
Rodrigues), with help being brought in from other clusters for the North where LALIT has an
historical weakness (especially as there were the 2 big leaders in Constituencies 5 and 7 in the North).
We began by distributing, and having discussions around, our written program, and with popularizing
our YouTube’s/DVDs on the program.
Our aim was to treat issues of national importance – in the context of the constituency concerned –
rather than starting from localized complaints.
Our 4-page Week-End format “national bulletin”, was perhaps our most innovative campaign tool, and
it went together, like a puzzle, with the candidates’ numbers, because the campaign was so short that
we had to get the newspaper printed before the numbers were allocated to candidates after the date for
desisting. We used this newspaper format document in different ways – door-to-door and in busy
places.

Our TV Programs in the broadcasts, which the law makes the national TV station run, were most
coherent and politically strong. In terms of content, they were stronger than any other parties. And
LALIT members did not use the tele-prompter, but just spoke, or in some cases, glanced at notes –
because censorship is must more easily imposed by the State if you “submit a text” than once you’ve
already said and recorded your part. But another important effect is that our members did not look
slightly mechanical, the way Teleprompters make politicians and news readers look. The L’Alliance
Lepep was relative coherent, but as explained in another LALIT article, only superficially so. The Les
Verts, too, were both coherent and dignified in their campaign, although sometimes their program is
slightly bits-and-piecey. Much clearer class lines have emerged in their politics, and they, in fact,
fielded the most women. Their relative coherence is probably due to the fact that, over time, they, like
LALIT, distribute a publication regularly.
The bourgeois press just outright boycotted LALIT. When there are not elections, they call in LALIT
members every week, by contrast. However, we and all the others outside the two “large blocks” of
alliances, were, as usual, quickly marginalized, some, like us, more than others.
LALIT makes an important distinction between electoral results and political results from the election.
LALIT’s Results, electorally speaking
We received 11,400 votes in all. This means some 410on average per candidate, with numbers varying
because of the huge difference in size between different constituencies.
This is about 1%. It is an honourable score for a revolutionary party. And what is interesting is that
LALIT’s candidates all got similar percentages of votes, and there are not the huge extremes you see
in the results of other relatively marginalized parties, like EDP of Bizlall, RA of Subron of Parti
Justice Social of Sheila Bunwaree, when the leaders got from 8 to 30 times more votes than some of
their candidates. And what is serious about this is that the parties actually run bigger and “better”
campaigns where their “leaders” stand, announcing, for example, where they will be standing for
weeks on end while their other members are not allocated constituencies. They clearly spend much
more money on some candidates, using colour photograph as posters, for example, and quad-leaflets
with personalized narratives, and so on. This is incredible for parties that say they are doing politics in
alternative ways, and that they are supposedly “on the left”.
LALIT’s Results, politically speaking
Despite LALIT’s score of around 1%, our party has succeeded 100% in determining what the stakes
were for the election. Put in another way, we were strong enough to determine, to a high degree, the
agenda for the elections.
We did this through, for example, having distributed two sets of leaflets on a mass scale, very early on,
opposing the 2nd Republic that Ramgoolam and Bérenger were proposing. We took great pains to
make sure people understood the precise nature of the dangers of the proposal. We had agitated so
hard, and so successfully on the new biometric ID cards, that they, too ended up on the agenda. This
was partly due to our contacts with all the Village Councilors of the country about the ID Cards. We
put emphasis on the importance of Parliament as an institution that should control the Executive, and
by fielding nearly half women, contributed to women’s emancipation also being on the agenda. It is
clearly due to LALIT that the issues of both Diego Garcia and Palestine ended up on the mainstream
agenda. And more important than any other issue, LALIT’s constant campaign for an alternative
economy, and politics of the economy, pulled the campaign agenda on to issues like unemployment,
pensions, and new work sectors. The fact that we popularized our program so early, published it, used
YouTube and DVD’s, all helped.
Without LALIT’s political work, it is quite possible that the L’Alliance Lepepcould have just ended up
campaigning on issues like “Mme Soornack”, scandals and corruption. And people would have voted
on banal issues, not on profoundly important ones. In fact, in the elections, the population of Mauritius

rejected the idea of a President with power, and rejected the new ID Cards, for example. People
plebiscited job creation.
Look at all the issues LALIT put on to the agenda: issues that will leave a mark on the struggle in the
future:
- No to the 2nd Republic! All parties took this up against the incumbent, and it was the mainstay of the
L’Alliance Lepep campaign. So, when they won, it is out!
- Yes to job creation! All the parties have put emphasis on this, and it is the mainstay of the SAJLutchmeenaraidoo economic campaign. Even the PT-MMM announced job creation.
- No to the compulsory new ID Cards and their centralized data-base. This, too, was a direct electoral
promise by the Alliance Lepep that won.
- Diego Garcia’s illegal occupation by a military base: Both alliances put it on their agendas in the
campaign, and L’Alliance Lepep announced they would take the case to the ICJ, a direct LALIT
demand.
- Palestine: The PT-MMM Alliance campaigned on opening an embassy, again in response to the
political campaign spear-headed by LALIT.
- Social Housing: Both alliances ended up including social housing in their measures after LALIT
exposed official statistics that defines people who do not pay rent as being “home-owners” which has
made consecutive governments conclude that social housing is no longer needed as 9/10 people are
home-owners.
- Our proportion of women candidates(43%) has been a springboard for women’s issues to get on to
the agenda, from housing for single women to domestic violence. Other parties were forced to
apologise for fielding so few women. The ECP (L’Entente pour Democratie Parlementaire) made a
fool of itself by criticizing the lack of women candidates when they aligned less than 20%!
- “Parliament” became central to the campaign, in part due to LALIT’s poster and banner campaign
coupled with our campaign for direct democracy for popular control of all Parliamentarians, including
Ministers, and control by Parliament of the Executive.
It is not often that a party with a marginalized result can determine an agenda to this extent.
Effects on LALIT’s party structures
If, as a result of our participation in the elections, our party structures are reinforced, this would be a
fantastic gain. However, never before, we should be realistic, has this been the case. But it seems to be
different this time, if we are to judge by the sheer numbers of people who have requested adhesion to
the party. A lot depends on us, now.
To conclude with good “lesson” for us from the elections
The Press is not ours. Nor does it favour us, or any other genuine challenge to the status quo. It loves
bogus challenges. The press, taken as a whole, is inside our class enemy. So, we have no choice, and
never had any really, but to develop our own “media”.
Central to our own media are: Branches in all areas – beginning with a kind of network in all areas.
REVI LALIT, our magazine must increase its circulation as a result of
the new contacts.
Our leaflets will have new ways of being distributed, learnt in the
elections.
So all that is work ahead of us. Now, there is the possibility of recruiting people on the basis of our
ideas, as they heard of them for the first time, perhaps, during the campaign, on the basis of our
program, distributed during the elections. We must aim at developing distribution networkscountrywide, encourage readers to submit articles, or help them write them, take articles as dictation, as a
LALIT member. This way, LALIT will become a well of new ideas and actions.
We must continue linking this work with our ongoing mobilization around existing campaigns, and
linked in to a nation-wide analysis.

We must continue the new methods developed. Why not a regularYouTube? DVD? As well as our
magazine. And our station leaflets can now be distributed in new ways learnt during the campaign.
The political situation is in fact propitious for LALIT. The Labour and MMM hegemony is broken. No
new bourgeois hegemony has been established in the political realm. All the other disparate forces
have become centrist, have exposed their opportunism blatantly, and we, in LALIT, will continue the
noble work of challenging the existing society with a view to a socialist future, where there are no
different classes anymore, in society. This is what makes us revolutionary. There is no other way to
change society for all of us who live in it.

